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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

Executive Summary
Beyond 2025 Southland, in partnership with Invercargill City Council, conducted a survey to collect the opinions of people about the 
new Central Business District (CBD) in Invercargill.
 
The survey results suggest that shopping is the primary reason people visit Invercargill's CBD, with 82% of respondents indicating 
that they visit the area for this purpose. In addition, 58% of respondents said they visit the CBD to dine at eating establishments and 
coffee shops. This indicates that the area's retail and hospitality sectors are significant drivers of foot traffic in the CBD. 
Approximately 34% of respondents indicated that they attend events and activities such as movies and theatre shows in the CBD, 
while 32% engage in window shopping or wandering. Work-related visits accounted for 26% of visits to the CBD.
 
The survey findings suggest that people visit the CBD on a relatively frequent basis, with 26% of respondents indicating that they 
visit the area once a week, and 24% indicating that they visit a few times a week. The survey also found that people who live within 
5km of the CBD visit more frequently than those who live further away.
 
The survey results indicate that the redevelopment of Invercargill's CBD has had an impact on people's visiting patterns, with 50% 
of respondents indicating that their visiting patterns have changed following the redevelopment. Of those who have altered their 
visiting patterns, 34% said that they had done so because the redevelopment looked better, while 21% cited better shopping as the 
reason for the change.
 
Shopping and dining remain the primary reasons why people visit the CBD, with a third of respondents indicating that they spend 1-
1.5 hours in the area on their last visit. In terms of specific locations within the CBD, the survey found that 38% of respondents 
visited Invercargill Central on their most recent visit, while 23% visited Farmers. Other places that people mentioned visiting 
included coffee shops, Esk street, clothing and sport retail, H&J Smith, and Langlands hotel.
 
Regarding the timing of visits to the CBD, the survey found that the most frequent time slots were around midday or lunchtime 
(28%) and mid-morning (21%). This was followed by early afternoon and late afternoon. The majority of respondents rated their 
experience in the CBD's shopping malls and streetscapes positively, with a high number of respondents describing it as "very good" 
or "excellent". However, for the wider retail area, a larger percentage of respondents had a neutral experience, while a significant 
number still rated it as "very good". Similarly, a high percentage of respondents rated the hospitality positively, while a smaller 
percentage had a neutral experience.
 
The survey also found that a significant number of respondents rated parking as "very good", while a lesser number had a neutral 
experience. The majority of respondents (80%) expressed that they would now speak positively about Invercargill after the 
redevelopment. The survey revealed that people aged between 15-39 were more likely to speak positively about the redevelopment 
than those in the age brackets of 40-64 and over 65.
 
Security concerns were also addressed in the survey, with up to 54% of respondents indicating that they felt safe under the existing 
parking and lighting conditions. However, only 34% of respondents felt safe in terms of security. Addressing security concerns could 
increase CBD visits, particularly among older age groups who indicated that they were less likely to visit the area after 5 pm.
 
Overall, the survey results suggest that the redevelopment of Invercargill's CBD has had a positive impact on people's perceptions 
of the area, with the majority of respondents expressing a positive view of the shopping and hospitality sectors. However, 
addressing security concerns and ensuring that the wider retail area meets people's expectations could further improve the CBD's 
appeal to visitors.
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82%

58%

34%

32%

26%

18%

14%

9%

7%

5%

3%

3%

2%Visiting residents

CBD promotions and competitions

Healthcare

Other (library, gym etc.)

Sightseeing, walking, cycling

Professional services

Community events (e.g. community market days,
shopping competitions)

Council service (e.g. library, civic building)

Work

Window shopping / wandering

Events & activities (e.g. movies, theatre etc.)

Visiting eating establishments and coffee shops

Shopping

397
Responses

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

According to the survey results, 
a significant proportion of 
respondents (82%) visited 
Invercargill's CBD primarily for 
shopping, while 58% came for 
dining at eating establishments 
and coffee shops. 
Approximately 34% attended 
events and activities, such as 
movies and theatre shows, 
while 32% engaged in window 
shopping or wandering. Finally, 
26% visited the CBD for work 
purposes.

397
Responses

According to the 
survey findings, 
26% of the 
respondents visit 
the CBD about 
once a week, 
while 24% visit a 
few times a week.

26%About once a week

24%

Everyday 27%18%

A few times a month 17%

Less than once a month 8%

Once a month 5%

A few times a week

Note that in s some of the questions in the survey report, respondents gave 
multiple answers, therefore percentage calculation do not equal always 100.1. Identify the main reasons you visit Invercargill's CBD? (Please note that participants were asked to choose 3 main reasons)

2. How many times a week would you visit the CBD?
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Every day A few times a week About once a week A few times a month
Less than once a month Once a month

Within 5km Between 6km-10km Between 11km-20km More than 20km
0%

50%

100% Individuals residing 
beyond 5km from the 
CBD generally 
exhibit slightly lower 
visitation frequency 
compared to those 
living closer.

Frequency of CBD visits among respondents as a function of their distance from the CBD
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5%

50% 50%

396
Responses

The survey results 
indicate that 50% of 
the respondents 
have altered their 
visiting patterns to 
the CBD following 
the redevelopment, 
while the other 50% 
have not.

3. Has this changed since the redevelopment?

7%

15%

25%

10%

10%

3%

23%

7%

6%

11%

27%

9%

3%

24%

7%

2%

8%

1%

1%

3%

13%

19%

13%

26%

3%

6%

6%

3%

6%

15-39 40-64 Over 65

Have a job in the city

Accessible car parking

More retail options / nicer

Easier to access, all in one place, convenient

Nice to be undercover

Go more often

Modern and vibrant

More food options

Curious to see progress

Not accessible

Car parking not good

Too claustrophobic

No character

Can't get there due to health

169
Responses

All participants from every age group believed that they 
visited the CBD more often because it has become more 
modern, lively, and offers a wider variety of retail options. 
Furthermore, some of them noted that car parking has 
become more accessible, albeit to a lesser degree. On 
the other hand, those who do not visit the CBD anymore 
mentioned reasons such as inaccessibility, poor car 
parking, feeling too claustrophobic, lack of character, and 
health concerns. Notably, individuals between the ages of 
15-39 who responded to this question did not mention any 
negative reasons for not visiting the CBD.

4. Why has this changed since the redevelopment?
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10%

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
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5. Thinking about the last time you visited the CBD 
(except for work):  

346
Responses

Shopping, followed by going to café's
and restaurants were the main purposes
as to why respondents visit the CBD.

52%Shopping

24%Eateries (coffee shop, restaurant)

8%Movies

6%Walking/looking around

3%Medical (appt or chemist)

3%Services (e.g. hairdresser)

3%Meeting/business

1%Exercise/gym

1%Library

Thinking about the last time you visited the CBD 
(except for work): 

<30min

30min-1hr 23%
1hr-1.5hrs 32%
1.5-2hrs 17%

11%2-3hrs

3-4hrs 2%
4-5hrs 3%
6hrs 1%
Overnight 1%

343
Responses

A third of respondents 
spent 1-1.5 hours in the 
CBD when they last went 
there.

What was your PURPOSE? How LONG did you stay?

38%

16%

9%

9%

9%

9%

8%

7%

6%

4%

Invercargill Central

Farmers

Coffee shop/café

Esk Street

Clothing/Sport retail

H&J Smith

Restaurant

General Retail (Homeware, Kmart etc.)

Movies

Library

Thinking about the last time you visited the CBD (except for work):  Where did you visit?

340
Responses

According to the survey findings, 38% of the participants went to Invercargill Central on their most recent visit, while 23% visited 
Farmers. Additionally, 9% of the respondents reported visiting a coffee shop, Esk street, Clothing/Sport retail, and H&J Smith each.  
 
Other places that people mentioned visiting were: a store selling stationery, a food court, establishments related to healthcare such 
as Specsavers, OPSM, and pharmacy, services such as beauty therapy, flight center, hairdresser, and gym, social 
venues/clubs/museum, Langlands hotel, Don street, a jewelry store, and Kelvin street.
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1%

21%

28%

19%
18%

6% 6%

Early morning
(starting at 8am)

Mid morning Midday/lunchtime Early afternoon Late afternoon Early evening Late evening
(ending 11pm)

341
Responses

Regarding the timing of visits to 
the CBD, the most frequent time 
slots are around midday or 
lunchtime (28%) and mid-morning 
(21%). This is followed by early 
afternoon and late afternoon.

Thinking about the last time you visited the CBD (except for work):  What time of day were you there?

Streetscape

Very Poor                    Poor                   Neutral                 Very Good            Excellent 

3% 5% 14% 45%Shopping
 mall 33%

2% 4% 16% 47% 31%

2% 4% 26% 40%The 
Langlands 28%

4% 13% 39% 37% 7%

Parking

2% 7% 40% 41%Hospitality 10%

5% 7% 27% 35% 26%

The feedback from respondents 
showed that the majority rated 
their experience in the CBD's 
shopping malls and 
streetscapes positively, with a 
high number of respondents 
describing it as "very good" or 
"excellent". However, for the 
wider retail area, a larger 
percentage of respondents had 
a neutral experience, while a 
significant number still rated it 
as "very good". Similarly, a high 
percentage of respondents rated 
the hospitality positively, while a 
smaller percentage had a 
neutral experience. Finally, 
regarding parking, a significant 
number of respondents rated it 
as "very good", while a lesser 
number had a neutral 
experience.

343
Responses

Wider retail 

6. How would you rate the quality of your overall experience of the newly rejuvenated Invercargill CBD?
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66%

16%

7%

7%

6%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

More modern, looks good, proud of it
Mall is good (More shops, ease of access &

undercover)
Always like Invercargill

Don’t like it

Outdoor areas are lovely (Streetscapes)

No cars is great in Esk Street great

Indifferent

Nice place for youth/families/hangout

Waste of money

More eateries
Parking an issue (Only payWave, tight & limited

disability parking)
Good parking (covered & easy access)

Construction is frustrating/traffic

Has no character

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

7. Are you more likely to speak positively about 
Invercargill now than before the redevelopment?

80% 16%

8. Please state why

345
Responses

A significant percentage 
of respondents (80%) 
expressed that they 
would now speak 
positively about 
Invercargill after the 
redevelopment. 

327
Responses

There are two main reasons why 
respondents are more likely to speak 
positively about Invercargill following the 
redevelopment. Firstly, the redevelopment 
has made Invercargill look more modern, 
which respondents find visually appealing 
and are proud of. Secondly, the mall is 
viewed positively due to the increased 
number of shops, the ease of access, and 
the undercover aspect of it, making it 
more convenient for visitors.
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91% 77% 78%

9%

23% 22%

Yes No

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

50%

100%

Age-wise Comparison: Likelihood to Speak Positively about Invercargill after 
Redevelopment

In the age bracket of 15-
39, 91% of the 
respondents were more 
likely to speak positively 
about the city after the 
redevelopment. For the 
age brackets of 40-64 
and over 65, over 70% 
of the respondents said 
they would speak 
positively about the 
redevelopment, 
indicating a less positive 
response compared to 
the younger age group.

4%

Yes - more likely to 
speak positively 

No - not likely to 
speak more positively 

No, as already speak 
positively about Invercargill.
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Lighting

46%

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
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54% 344
Responses

Forty-six percent of 
respondents indicated that they 
do go to the CBD after 5pm.

75%

57%

25%

18%Other

Events

Movies

Hospitality

153
Responses

The survey indicated that the majority of 
respondents (75%) visited the CBD after 5 
pm for hospitality purposes, followed by 
watching movies (57%). Other reasons 
mentioned were work, nightlife, shopping, 
driving through, and attending meetings. The 
breakdown of responses by age bracket 
showed that respondents over 65 years old 
enjoyed going to the movies more than those 
in the age brackets of 40-64 and 15-39.

9. Do you come to the CBD after 5pm?

10. For what purpose/s do you go to the CBD after 5pm?
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48% 51%

34%

52% 49%

66%

Yes No

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%

75%
When asked if they visit the CBD 
after 5 pm, a significant proportion of 
respondents over 65 years old (two-
thirds) stated that they do not. This 
percentage is higher than the 
corresponding figure for the age 
group of 40-64 years (49%) and the 
age group of 15-39 years (52%) who 
said they do not visit the CBD after 5 
pm.
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44%
52%

38%40%
32%

43%

16% 16% 19%

Hospitality Movies Events

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%

75%

Age-wise Comparison: Purpose of Visiting CBD after 5 pm

Please note: A smaller number of participants reported visiting the CBD after 5pm when asked 
directly. However, a greater number of respondents provided an answer to the question about the 
main purpose of their last visit to the CBD in question 12. This could be that question 12 may be more 
relevant to participants as it asks about a recent experience, while this particular question is more 
about general habits. Participants may be more likely to remember and share their most recent 
experiences than to recall their overall habits.
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323
Responses

Parking

Very unsafe           Unsafe                  Neutral                       Safe                   Very safe

3% 8% 37% 40%Lighting 12%

4% 7% 35% 40% 14%

6% 12% 50% 26%Security 8%

The survey revealed a mixed response towards lighting and 
parking, with 37% and 35% respectively indicating a neutral 
response. While up to 54% felt safe under the existing parking 
and lighting conditions, only 34% felt safe in terms of security. 
Addressing security concerns could increase CBD visits. The 
younger age bracket felt safer regarding lighting, parking, and 
security compared to those aged 40 and above.

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

11. Do you feel safe coming to the CBD in the evening? Please rank...
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Very unsafe Unsafe Neutral Safe
Very safe

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%

75%
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Parking

Very unsafe Unsafe Neutral Safe
Very safe

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%
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Security

Very unsafe Unsafe Neutral Safe
Very safe

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%

75%

Perceptions of Safety in the CBD at Night Across Different Age Brackets
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12. Thinking of the last time you visited the CBD in the evening: 

3%

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

Thinking of the last time you visited the CBD in the 
evening: 

34%Dining

23%Movies

8%

7%

Show/Live music/Event

3%Work

3%Shopping

2%Meeting/business

2%Social/Meeting friends

2%Takeaway food

No Time

<30min 6%

1hr-1.5hrs 4%
1.5-2hrs 27%

23%2-3hrs

3-4hrs 10%
4>hours 7%
N/A 3%

282
Responses

When asked about their 
last visit to the CBD in the 
evening, 27% of the 
respondents indicated that 
they stayed for between 
1.5-2 hours, while 23% 
stated that they stayed for 
between 2 and 3 hours. 

How LONG did you stay?

What was your PURPOSE?

Out for drinks

8%Have not been at night 298
Responses

According to the survey 
results, the main purposes of 
the respondents' last visit to 
the CBD in the evening were 
dining, which was mentioned 
by 34% of the respondents, 
and going to the movies, 
which was mentioned by 23% 
of the respondents.

30min-1hr 15%

Thinking of the last time you visited the CBD in the 
evening: Where did you visit?

47%

21%

7%

6%

3%

4%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Restaurant/Bar

Movies

Takeaway Food

Not applicable

Civic Theatre

Mall

Farmers

Kmart

Invergargil Central

Centre Stage

Dee Street

279
Responses

Based on the survey results, the primary reason for the 
most recent visit to the CBD by the respondents was to 
visit a restaurant or bar, accounting for 47% of the 
responses. The second most common reason was to go 
to the movies, accounting for 21% of the responses.
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21%

29%

33%

29%

17%

21%

22%

24%

20%

24%

21%

38%

6%

44%

12%

14%

59%

48%

47%

33%

76%

35%

65%

62%

Yes No Sometimes

Visit the mall

Community events eg market days,
shopping competitions

Visit arts, culture, heritage
performance/activity

Library

Shopping

Window shopping

Hospitality

Meet friends/family

326
Responses

According to the survey 
results, the primary 
motives for visiting the 
mall on a one-time basis 
were shopping (76%), 
socialising (65%), 
meeting friends or family 
(62%), and simply visiting 
the mall (59%). A smaller 
percentage of 
respondents expressed 
interest in attending 
community events such 
as market days or 
shopping competitions 
(48%), experiencing arts, 
culture, or heritage 
performances or activities 
(47%), or engaging in 
window shopping (35%).

14.

13. Are you likely to make a special trip (one-off trip) to the CBD for the following: 
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Respondents who indicated they ARE more likely to make a special trip for the following, by age bracket

49% 44% 43% 47% 63%
24% 51% 43%

56% 46% 48% 31%

78%

28%

67%
61%

74%
55% 46%

29%

80%

56%

75%
79%

Over 65 40-64 15-39

Visit the mall
Community Events

Arts, culture & Heritage
Library

Shopping
Window Shopping

Hospitality
Meet friends/family

0

100

200

300

Assuming certain age-related behaviors, it appears that individuals aged between 15-39 are more inclined to make a one-time visit 
to the Central Business District (CBD) for various purposes such as shopping, meeting friends and family, visiting the mall, and 
indulging in hospitality. The mall provides an environment that appeals to the younger demographic's desire for variety, social 
interaction, and convenience.  It is also interesting to note that those aged between 15-39 are more likely to window shop than 
those aged over 40 due to their interest in fashion and keeping up with the latest trends, disposable income, and the entertainment 
value of browsing. Meanwhile, older individuals may be less inclined to window shop due to established personal style, financial 
commitments, and the convenience of online shopping.  
 
People between the ages of 40-64 are more likely to make a one-off trip for shopping, followed by hospitality and meeting friends 
and family. Additionally, individuals aged over 65 tend to make a one-off trip primarily for shopping, followed by hospitality, and 
interestingly, they are more likely to visit the library compared to the other age groups.  The combination of access to information, 
habit, tailored services, and welcoming environment often makes libraries a popular destination for older adults.
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14. How do you find out about activities/ 
events happening?

322
Responses

Age-Related Differences in Finding Out 
About Activities and Events

16% 20%

47%

23%

78%

7%

Repeat
visitor

Newspaper Word
of

mouth

Online
website

Online
social
media

Other
(please
specify)
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Repeat visitor Newspaper Word of mouth
Online website Online social media

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

25%

50%

Based on the information provided, it seems that social media is the most common way for people to find out about activities and 
events, regardless of their age. For those over 65, in addition to social media, newspapers, online websites, and word of mouth are 
also common ways to find out about activities and events. This suggests that traditional forms of media such as newspapers still play 
an important role in informing this demographic.
 
In contrast, those aged 64 and below are second most likely to hear about events and activities through word of mouth. This suggests 
that personal recommendations from friends and family members are an important source of information for this age group, perhaps 
because they are more likely to be actively engaged in social networks and communities.
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15. What mode of transport do you most 
often use to travel to the CBD?

90%

2% 1% 7%

Private
motor

vehicle

Bicycle Bus Walk

325
Responses

The research findings indicate that private motor vehicles are the most commonly used mode of transport to travel to the CBD, with a 
majority of respondents (90%) stating that they use this mode of transport. 
 
For some individuals who live within 5km of the CBD, walking is their main mode of transportation, likely due to the close proximity of 
their home to the city center. 
 
For a few who live within 10km of the CBD, biking or taking the bus are the preferred modes of transportation. 
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Private motor vehicle Bus Bicycle Walk

Within 5km

Between 6km and 10km

Between 11km and 20km

More than 20km
0%

50%

100%

Preferred modes of transportation to CBD by distance 
from home location

78%22%

326
Responses

16. Have you ever cycled to the CBD?
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Yes No

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

50%

100%

Age breakdown of respondents who have cycled to the 
CBD

The survey found that 22% of the total 
respondents have cycled into the CBD at some 
point.
 
To gain further insights, the data was broken 
down into different age brackets. The results 
indicate that 21% of respondents in the 15-39 age 
bracket have cycled into the CBD before. This 
figure is slightly lower than the overall average of 
22%.
 
However, it is interesting to note that respondents 
in the 40-64 age bracket had a higher percentage 
of cycling to the CBD, with 26% having cycled 
into the CBD before. This figure is higher than 
both the overall average and the percentage for 
the younger age group.
 
In contrast, the survey found that 17% of people 
over 65 years of age had cycled into the CBD 
before. This figure is slightly lower than the 
overall average and considerably lower than the 
percentage for the 40-64 age group.
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106
Responses
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71
Responses

10%

31%

32%

18%

9%Very Good

Good

Neutral

Poor

Very Poor

34% 67%

325
Responses

When the respondents were asked to rate their experience of cycling in the CBD, the survey found that 32% of the 
respondents rated it as neutral, indicating that they neither had a positive nor negative experience. Another 41% of the 
respondents rated their experience as poor, indicating that they did not enjoy cycling in the CBD. It is unclear what caused 
these negative experiences, but it could be due to factors such as safety concerns, heavy traffic, or inadequate cycling 
infrastructure.

17. How would you rate your experience of cycling in the CBD?

18. Have you ever used public transport?

19. How would you rate your experience of using public transport?

8%

15%

38%

33%

6%Very Good

Good

Neutral

Poor

Very Poor

According to the survey, when 
respondents were asked to rate their 
experience of using public transport, 
38% rated it as neutral, while 33% rated 
it as good. However, 23% rated their 
experience as poor or very poor. These 
results suggest that while a significant 
proportion of respondents have had a 
neutral or good experience using public 
transport, a considerable minority have 
had negative experiences. 
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Yes No

15-39 40-64 Over 65
0%

100%

Age breakdown of respondents who used public 
transport

The survey asked respondents if they had ever used public transport, and the findings reveal that 34% of the total respondents 
have used public transport. When broken down by age, it was found that both the 15-39 and 40-64 age brackets had a higher 
percentage of respondents who have used public transport, with 37% and 32%, respectively. In contrast, only 29% of 
respondents over the age of 65 have used public transport. This suggests that a higher proportion of younger and middle-aged 
respondents are more likely to use public transport than the elderly. The reasons for this could be due to factors such as 
accessibility, convenience, and personal preferences. 
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42%

27%

23%

17%

15%

9%

7%

6%

5%

5%

5%

Dunedin

Queenstown

Gore

Riverton

Winton

Windsor

Te Anau

Wanaka

Central Otago

South city

Bluff

18%

11%

9%

9%

8%

6%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

Vehicle free area

More/ Better shops

The completion of the upgrade & works

Wider range of eating establishments

Parking/ better/ free
A tidy up of other buildings and streets in the

area
More colour, culture, music making town more

vibrant
Wider range of activities and things to do

Better outdoor areas and outdoor seating

Cycle friendly

Wider range of bars

NA

Easily Navigated

Public Transport

Mobility Parking

Events

More green spaces

Better security

Rubbish, Cleaner Streets

Better Customer service

Free Stuff

287
Responses

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
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Among the suggestions put 
forward by the respondents, 18% 
mentioned the need for a vehicle-
free area, while 11% emphasised 
the importance of having more or 
better shops. Additionally, 9% of 
the respondents wanted to see 
the completion of the upgrade and 
roadworks, while the same 
percentage also called for a wider 
range of eating establishments.

21. Do you regularly (at least 
monthly) visit other urban centres 
in Southland and Otago?

168
Responses

The most frequented 
centres were in Dunedin 
(42%), Queenstown, (27%) 
and Gore (23%). Some of 
those under 5% include 
Lumsden, Balclutha and 
Cromwell. 

46%

54%

321
Responses

According to the survey 
findings, 54% of the 
respondents stated that 
they did not visit other 
urban centers in 
Southland and Otago 
regularly (at least 
monthly).

22. Where are those urban centres located?

20. What would make your experience in the Invercargill CBD better? (Please note this was an open-ended question)
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46%

19%

14%

14%

14%

13%

5%

5%

5%

5%Driving through

Eateries

Holidays

Events

Live there

Holiday House

Work

Day out/leisure

Better shopping

Family and friends there

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

23. Why do you visit these places?

170
Responses

24. What, if anything, prevents you from visiting Invercargill's CBD?

314
Responses

25. 

5% 7%
13%

37% 38%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
Agree

310
Responses

26. 
Rate the following statement: Having a 
rejuvenated CBD is good for Invercargill and 
Southland

4% 2% 7%

22%

65%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
agree

Rate the following statement: I feel a 
sense of pride in how the Invercargill 
CBD looks and feels

The survey results indicate that the 
majority of respondents visit other 
places due to having family and 
friends residing there. Additionally, 
some respondents mentioned visiting 
for better shopping options, as a day 
out or for leisure activities, for work, 
or to stay at a holiday house.

313
Responses

In response to the question about what 
prevents them from visiting Invercargill's 
CBD, individuals from rural areas mostly 
cited 'nothing', followed by 'time' and then 'no 
reason to go there'. Respondents from urban 
areas had similar reasons, with 'nothing' 
being the primary reason, followed by 'no 
reason to go there' and then 'time'.

Respondents mostly agreed (37%) 
or strongly agreed (38%) with the 
increased sense of pride of how 
the CBD look and feel.

87% percent of respondents 
feel that the rejuvenated CBD is 
good for Invercargill and 
Southland.

Urban Rural

Time Transport Money Accesibility Online
shopping

No
reason

Nothing
0%

20%

40%
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13%

13%

12%

11%

9%

8%

8%

8%

7%

5%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Area for families and teens (games, activities,
skate park, basketball, mini golf, playground etc.)

Wider range of eating establishments

Event zone for events (e.g buskers)

Nightlife (Dining, shopping, activities, bars)

More green spaces to gather

Heritage, colour, culture, music

Better outdoor areas and outdoor seating

More/ Better shops

A tidy up of other buildings and streets in the
area

Vehicle free area

Galleries/Museum

Parking/ better/ free/

Tentant in empty shops

Better footpaths/connection

Attract feature/focal point

Public Transport/Transport hub

Markets (stalls/events) & night markets e.g. on
Sundays

262
Responses

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

The feedback suggests that there is a need for 
more family-friendly and teen-oriented activities 
in the CBD, such as parks or recreational 
areas. Additionally, there is a desire for a 
greater variety of dining options, which could 
help to attract more visitors and provide greater 
choice for locals. Finally, the respondents 
highlighted the need for an event zone, which 
could be used for concerts, buskers, festivals, 
and other cultural activities. By addressing 
these concerns, Invercargill could enhance its 
CBD and create a more vibrant and appealing 
destination for locals and tourists alike.

27. Is there anything missing from Invercargill’s CBD? (Please note this was an open-ended question)

28. Do you have any other comments regarding Invercargill CBD rejuvenation?

A bit of colour would be good

Love it, keep at it, we need modernising
Looks and feels 

great - Glad to see 

the heritage 

facades preserved.

Keeping Esk Street closed to provate vehicles would be awesome.

The Mall isnt the saviour of 

the space, it is internally 

focused/closed off. We need 

to focus on what is our shared 

space, and places to be that 

don't cost money to be there

You have done 

an excellent 

job so far keep 

it up  

I like it especially as 

they have kept the 

facade of some of the 
beautiful old 

buildings

FANTASTIC!!

I hope it proves 
worthy of all the 

money the rates 
will pay

Get rid of 
Wachner 

place!!

It's a great start but I 

feel like there's a lot 

more of the inner city 

area that also needs 

revamping.
Empty buildings 

in CBD a problem

Need more free 

parking for CBD 

workers
Open shops after working hours on select days
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77%

7%

6%

5%

3%

1%

1%

1%

NZ European

European

Other (please specify)

Prefer not to answer

Māori

Middle Eastern, Latin American or African

Pacifica

Asian

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

307
Responses

Most of the respondents 
(54%) are aged 40-64 
years old, followed by 
ages 15-39 (26%). 

29. How old are you?

1%

26%

54%

19%

0-14 15-39 40-64 Over 65

30. What is your ethnicity?

307
Responses

31. What Council area do you live in?

84%

3%
10%

3%

Invercargill City
Council

Gore District Council Southland District
Council

Other (please specify)

The majority of 
respondents, specifically 
77%, identified themselves 
as NZ European. The 
remaining respondents who 
identified as "other" mainly 
specified the country they 
originate from, such as 
India or New Zealand.

308
Responses

Most of the 
respondents (84%) 
live in Invercargill City 
Council, with 10% 
indicating they live in 
Southland District 
Council.
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Community Survey Results

33. Do you live in an urban area or a rural area?

34. How far do you live from the Invercargill CBD?

61%

21%

5%

13%

Within 5km

Between 6km and
10km

Between 11km and
20km

More than 20km

81%

19%Rural

Urban

32. Which town do you live in (or are closest to)?

82.2%
3.6%

3%

2.3%
1.7%

1%
1%
1%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

0.3%

0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Invercargill
Other (please specify)

Gore
Bluff

Riverton
Otautau

Edendale
Winton

Kennington
Mataura

Woodlands
Te Anau

Tuatapere
Wallcetown

Wyndham
Nightcaps

Ohai
Balfour

303
Responses

More than 80% of the 
respondents stated that 
they live in Invercargill, 
while a few others 
mentioned residing in 
towns like Mabel Bush, 
Milton, and Dipton.

305
Responses

 81% of respondents 
live in urban areas.

304
Responses

61% indicated they 
live within 5km of the 
CBD
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

Beyond 2025 conducted an online survey to gather feedback from local businesses about the major redevelopment projects in
Invercargill's Central Business District (CBD), including the mall, streetscape, and The Langlands. The aim was to understand how
these changes were affecting the perception and pride of retailers and the wider community.
 
52 businesses responded to the survey, with 96% of them located outside the mall. The survey found that the majority of businesses
(88%) were more likely to speak positively about Invercargill now than before the redevelopment. This was attributed to the fact that the
rejuvenation had greatly improved the look and feel of the area, with one-third of the businesses surveyed expressing this sentiment. A
positive investment that has been overdue, it is more people friendly and brings people to the city centre, and there are more places to
shop and eat, were some of the other reasons mentioned by the businesses.
 
When it comes to the impact on foot traffic and customer behaviour, 60% of businesses surveyed had noticed changes, with more
people in town, increased foot traffic, and people spending longer in town being the main changes reported. However, 14% of people
reported that there were fewer people in the outer CBD. 62% of customers who provided feedback had positive comments about the
modern look and feel of the rejuvenation, but some expressed negative feedback about the mall, particularly around parking and the
perceived lack of options within the mall.
 
When asked about the future of their store, 62% of businesses agreed they felt positive because of the redevelopment, while 24% were
undecided. Furthermore, 91% of respondents agreed that the development of the mall was good for Invercargill and Southland, and
86% agreed that the redevelopment was a positive change for the future of Invercargill.
 
The survey revealed that 44% of businesses identified the modern and attractive nature of the redevelopment as the primary reason for
the positive change. Additionally, 39% of businesses stated that the CBD redevelopment had given the area a sense of heart. Some
respondents, however, said that they were not a positive change, citing reasons such as empty buildings, too many chain stores, and
the removal of heritage buildings/museum. Some were undecided about whether the redevelopment was a good change as it was too
soon to tell, and empty shops were also a reason why people were undecided about the redevelopment.
 
Finally, the survey asked businesses if there were things they would like to change about the redeveloped CBD, and 60% of
respondents stated that there were. Suggestions included keeping Esk Street car-free, improving food and shop options, adding more
activities such as events, markets, outdoor cinema, and play zones for kids, expanding/updating surrounding streets, and adding an
outdoor undercover place for people to gather.
 
Overall, the survey conducted by Beyond 2025 provided valuable insights into how the redevelopment projects in Invercargill's CBD
were impacting local businesses and the wider community. The feedback gathered will help shape future plans for the area, ensuring
that the needs and desires of the businesses and community are taken into account.

Executive Summary
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10%

22%

10%
16%

41%

Less than
one year

Between 1
and 5 years

Between 6
and 10 years

Between 10
and 20 years

More than
20 years

4. Is your store/business located in the area shaded in grey on the map?

Out of the mall

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

2. Where is your business located?

52
Responses

Thirty-three percent of 
businesses operate as 
professional services. Those 
who specified 'other' are 
businesses such as florists, a 
government agency, media, a 
community hub,a not-for-profit 
trust, an education provider and 
agricultural services. 

96%

Inside the mall 4%

52
Responses

Almost of respondents are 
situated outside of the mall.

3. How long have you been a retailer?

33%

31%

13%

6%

4%

4%

4%

2%

2%

2%

Professional services

Other (please specify)

Cafes, restaurants, bars and
takeaways (hospitality)

Department store and leisure

Other consumer spending

Groceries and liquor

Home, hardware and electrical

Fuel and automotive

Accommodation

Apparel and Personal

49
Responses

Forty-one percent of respondents have been in 
business or over 20 years, followed by 22% who 
have been in business for between 1 and 5 
years.

55% 45%

51
Responses

Fifty-five percent of respondents' businesses 
are located within the grey area, and 45% are 
not. ,

1. What type of business do you own?

24



Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

5. Are you more likely to speak positively about Invercargill now than before the redevelopment?

88% 12% 49
Responses

The survey revealed that 88% of the 
businesses are now more inclined to 
speak positively about the 
redevelopment..

6. Why are you more likely to speak positively about Invercargill now than before the redevelopment?

39
Responses

One-third of the businesses surveyed expressed that they 
thought the rejuvenation had greatly improved the look 
and feel of the area. Additionally, some businesses 
mentioned that they had consistently heard positive 
remarks about Invercargill from people.10% of respondents 
acknowledged that they are not inclined to speak more 
positively about Invercargill now than before the 
redevelopment. This is because they have always spoken 
positively about it and will continue to do so.

33%

21%

18%

13%

10%

3%

3%

Looks and Feels Great

Positive investment that is overdue

People friendly, brings people into
the city centre

More shops and places to eat

Always spoke positively about
Invercargill

Liked the retro look of the city

Don't like that smaller retailers were
forced out

7.
Have you noticed any changes in foot 
traffic or customer behaviour now the 
redevelopment is near completion?

60%

40%

48
Responses

The survey indicated that 
60% of the businesses 
surveyed had observed a 
change in foot traffic, 
while the remaining 40% 
had not.

8. What changes have you noticed?

59%

21%

7%

14%
LESS people on outer

CBD

Vibrant

People spending longer
in town

More people in town and
busier

29
Responses

Based on the survey findings, most businesses 
that reported observing a change in foot traffic in 
the CBD noticed an increase in the number of 
people and busier surroundings. However, 14% 
of the businesses noted a decrease in foot traffic 
in the outer CBD.
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

9. Have your customers been giving you feedback about the redevelopments in the CBD?

62% 38% 45
Responses

According to the survey results, 62% 
of the businesses stated that they 
had received feedback from their 
customers regarding the CBD 
redevelopment.

10. What have your customers been saying?

24
Responses

The survey revealed that 33% of 
the customers who provided 
feedback had positive comments 
about the modern look and feel of 
the rejuvenation. However, some 
customers expressed negative 
feedback about the mall, citing 
issues such as parking and the 
perceived lack of options within 
the mall.

33%

25%

13%

13%

8%

4%

4%

Positive feedback, modern and fresh

Looks good

Great car parking

Concern about parking

Not much to do in the mall

Inconvenciene of roadworks

Concern over number of empty
buildings

44
Responses

11. 

0% 2%
7%

64%

27%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Strongly
agree

Agree

43
Responses

12. 
The redevelopments have improved the 
overall experience for customers in the CBD

0%
7% 7%

60%

26%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
agree

I feel a sense of pride in how the 
Invercargill CBD looks and feels

Ninety-one percent of businesses 
either strongly agreed or agreed 
with this statement.

Eighty-six percent of 
businesses said they strongly 
agreed or agreed with this 
statement.
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0%
5%

2%

43% 44%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly agree

2% 2%
5%

47%
44%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
agree

Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

42
Responses

13. 

5%
9%

24%

50%

12%

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Strongly
agree

Agree

43
Responses

14. 
The development of the mall is good for 
Invercargill and Southland

I feel positive about the future of my 
store because of the redevelopments

Sixty-two percent businesses said 
they strongly agreed or agreed 
with this statement.

Ninety-one percent of business 
strongly agreed or agreed with 
this statement.

16. Why are they a positive change?

36
Responses

The survey results showed that 
44% of the businesses 
identified the modern and 
attractive nature of the 
redevelopment as the primary 
reason for the positive change. 
Additionally, 39% of 
businesses stated that the CBD 
redevelopment had given the 
area a sense of heart.

44%

39%

19%

19%

6%

3%

3%

3%

More modern/attractive (a place to
be proud off)

Gives CBD a heart, convenient
(more events & businesses)

Better dining and shopping

Attract people Southland/good for
visitors

Attract more investment to
Southland

Better parking

More foot traffic

Safer

45
Responses

15. The redevelopments are a positive change for the future of Invercargill

Eighty-eight 
percent of business 
strongly agreed or 
agreed with this 
statement.
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

17. Why are they NOT a positive change?

30
Responses

The survey results indicated that 
empty buildings were the most 
frequently cited reason for 
businesses expressing negative 
opinions about the rejuvenation, 
with 16% of businesses 
mentioning this concern. 
Additionally, some businesses 
(16%) felt that there were too 
many chain stores and not 
enough local stores. It should be 
noted that the response rate for 
this particular issue was relatively 
low.

16%

16%

11%

Empty buildings

So many chain stores -
limited local stores

Removal of heritage
buildings/museum not good

18. Why are you undecided?

25
Responses

Regarding those who were 
uncertain about whether the 
revitalisation of the CBD was 
a positive change, the main 
reasons cited were that it 
was too early to tell and they 
preferred to wait until the 
construction work was 
finished. Another significant 
factor was the presence of 
empty shops.

47%

27%

7%

7%

7%

7%

Too soon to tell (e.g. wait for
construction to finish)

Empty shops

Not sure was the best investment

Concern for locally owned
businesses

Not sure

Less foot traffic
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

19. Is there anything you would like to change about the redeveloped CBD?

60% 40% 42
Responses

Sixty percent of businesses stated 
there are things they would change 
about the CBD redevelopment.

20. What would you like to change?

25
Responses

In response to the question 
about potential changes to the 
developed CBD, 24% of 
businesses indicated that they 
would like to keep Esk street 
car-free (except for those with 
disabilities and couriers), while 
20% of businesses mentioned 
that they would like to see 
improvements in food and shop 
options.

24%

20%

16%

12%

8%

8%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Keep Esk street pedestrian free
(except for disabled & couriers)

Better food/shop options

More activities (e.g. events, markets,
outdoor cinema, playzone for kids)

Keep on expanding/updating
surround streets

An outdoor undercover place people
can gather

More local stores - less chain stores

More rubbish and recycling bins

A good night club

More green space

More parking around city centre

More affordable rent

Keep connecting streets and
walkways

Consideration for elderly/disabled

Non-ILT bars
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Southland CBD Rejuvenation
Business Survey Results

Additional Analysis:  Businesses operating for more than 20 years vs 5 years or less.

The survey examined whether there were any variations in the responses of businesses that had been operating for more than 20 years
compared to those that had been operating for five years or less. The charts below present the percentage of positive responses (Yes)
from both groups and demonstrate that there was minimal (if any) difference between them. The percentages were used to ensure an
accurate comparison.

Responses to the redevelopment of the CDB - Agree or strongly agree

75% 70%

55%

70%
81.25%

75%
62.5%

81.25%

More than 20 years 5 Years or less

I feel a sense of pride about how
the CBD looks and feels

The redevelopments have
improved the overall experience

for the customer

I feel positive about the future of
my store because of the

redevelopments.

The development of a mall is
good for Invercargill and

Southland

As you can see from the graph above, those who have been in business for five years or less are slightly more optimistic about the
redevelopment of the CBD, than those who have been operating for more than 20 years.
 
As with any transformation, there are inevitably individuals who express reluctance or encounter difficulties with the changes made.
Although there are not many remarks in the business survey, a few businesses have raised valid concerns that may have been
overlooked in the dataset. These include the possibility of Esk Street being closed to vehicular traffic, and the distance of disabled
parking from those with mobility issues. One business reported a drop in foot traffic to their store on Dee Street, questioning the survival
of small, locally-owned businesses. The presence of empty stores has also been highlighted. In addition, it has been observed that the
rejuvenation has made the older and less-maintained buildings in the area appear old and run-down.
 

Businesses responding positively

90%

50% 50%

86%

44%
50%

More than 20 years 5 Years or less

Are you able to speak more positively about
Invercargill?

Have you noticed any changes in foot traffic
or customer behaviour?

Have your customers been giving feedback?
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